
Public Brodcasting



What is Public 
Brodcasting?



The response to what 
is Public Brodcasting?

• Public Brodcasting is funded by the government 
and, is controlled by the public and is heard on the 
radio and watched on Television example of public 
podcasting would be Canada's CBC and the BBC in 
the United kingdom, PBS down in the United 
States. Public Brodcasting provides TV shows and 
movies based on where a citizen is from for 
example if u go to CBC on tv, and movies they all 
are Canadian based films. And can promote local 
artist who sing and perform it also can 
communicate with visual impaired and impaired 
hearing and uses the two main languages in the 
country Canada itself uses French and English.



Who is Canada's Public 
Broadcaster?



Canada's Public Broadcaster 
and what do they provide?

• Canada's Public Broadcaster is CBC which stands 
for Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. The CBC 
provides local updates news about Covid- 19 and, 
promotes television and movies based on 
Canadian films the CBC also supports local artist in 
Canada.



What is the difference from the CBC and the BBC?



CBC/ Canada

• The CBC standing for (Canada's Brodcasting 
Corporation) gives more Canadian local news than 
other countries news and in the TV section and 
Movie selection it shows only Canadian based films 
and promotes local artist and performers in 
Canada and uses the language English and French 
as Canadas two main speaking languages and can 
communicate with the visual impaired and citizens 
with hearing disabilities.



BBC/ United kingdom

• The BBC stands for (British Broadcasting 
Corporation) and is funded by the government 
the BBC gives British information and 
produces more British information and has 
British tv shows and movie just the opposite of 
CBC but there is a variety of news on BBC it 
gives USA and Canadian news and information 
of Covid-19 and shows information on the 
American election.



What the BBC and CBC 
have in common?

• First, they are both CBC and BBC funded by 
government they both stick to local news of 
their own nation and both have own 
country's television films and shows only 
united kingdom shows and same for Canada 
it only shows Canadian based films and 
promotes local artist and information of 
Covid-19 and has an option of US election.



Thanks for watching


